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Handout Handout - the Rise of Sinn Fein General Election Website with Sample Essay â€“ What were the factors that
contributed to the success of Sinn.

Then, in October it elected a new leader - Eamon de Valera - and agreed a new programme, which broadly
committed it to the goal of an Irish republic. They also increased sympathy for the use of force to achieve
independence as well as support for an independent Irish republic. Misunderstanding of the rising organiser's -
Sinn Fein was given all the credit. Also it was well organised and led; this was vital as the Irish electorate had
trebled since the previous election in  Thus no agreement reached. The use of German plat worked in Sinn
Fein favour and ultimately led them to their victory in elections. It was also damaged by its continuing failure
in wartime to achieve Irish self-government. The ' German plot ' was apparently discovered by Dublin castle
and so, the leaders of Sinn Fein were imprisoned and organisation like Gaelic league and volunteers were
prohibited. All males over 21 and women over 30 could vote. In the course of , the movement was
transformed. Created an anti British feeling. The convection of was attended by the IPP, the political parties of
north and the government. First its organisation changed: it coalesced with and absorbed other militant
nationalist bodies and its party branches spread nationwide. Public sympathy for Sinn Fein was also aroused
by the government interference in the electoral process. At first the public opinion was against the rebels but
this soon changed as people started showing sympathy for execution of rebels. So during the election Sinn
Fein members were in prison, which lead to a swelling of their support in sympathy There were many reason
for the success of Sinn Fein in  Also home rule didn't offer enough independence. Sinn Fein and Labour Party
boycotted. This created a new wave of young voters who were incensed over the events of and sought vibrant
leadership which could be found with the likes of de Valera and Collins. When conscription draft system was
introduced in Ireland, de Valera started a petition to stop this. The credit of the was given to to Sinn Fein due
to misunderstanding , sympathy for the executed one's. It was quite wrongly associated with the outbreak by
the Irish public. The execution of wounded James Connolly and Joseph plunkett particularly upset people.
This lead to hundreds and thousands more joining Irish volunteers - lead by de Valera. The occasion was
historic. Misunderstanding of rinsing increased the supporter of Sinn Fein. It won because it was the natural
focus for the pervasive hatred many then felt towards England. These include the failure of the Irish
parliament party to secure home rule for the people of Ireland. The anti conscription led by Sinn Fein
increased their popularity. The delay was because its militant nationalist opponents were divided and split into
numerous separate organisations, with their own programmes and priorities, and also because the leaders of
these had been imprisoned after the Rising. The process of forming a single cohesive political force to
challenge the IPP was begun with their gradual release from December  Inevitably these aspirations were to be
neglected in the struggle for Irish independence which consumed the next three years. This was because the
role of the Irish Republican Brotherhood Military Council in planning the insurrection was not widely known.
Moreover, Irish voters now aspired to a greater measure of independence than the limited self-government on
offer from the IPP. Its manifesto offered voters a republic. Signed by over two millions people and Sinn Fein
became the key figure by fighting against it. Ahmad98 â€” It's not a good one, I got it from my friend but it
might be of some help Sinn Fein and elections There were number of factors that lead to the success of Sinn
Fein in the election. The fact that Sinn Fein boycotted, meant further boosts to Sinn Fein popularity. People
wanted their own government rather than just a parliament - controlled by west-ministers. They wanted a
republic and Sinn Fein had this on the forefront of their agenda.


